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Abstract
Segmented markets of sub-optimal size existing in fishery value chain do not ensure sizeable private investment
in the different stages of the value chain in Nigeria. Supply-demand gaps are increasingly being filled by imports,
thus dampening prospects for increased revenue generation by actors in the chain. Market failures in the fish
value chain limited capability and performance of small scale fish enterprises at the various stages of the chain. As
such this study is prompted by the need to determine and compare profitability of actors along the fish value chain
with the use of survey data collected from fishery farmers, marketers and processors. Budgetary framework was
used to estimate cost and returns to actors while regression framework was used to estimate determinants of profit
at the small scale farm level. The results showed that lowest level of profitability was associated with the producers
of fish at farm level. Across all stages, profitability was affected by changes in the cost of labour more than any
other costs. In addition, the results showed that profit level declined by 0.04%, 0.51%, 0.01%, and 0.13%,
respectively, for every one percent increase in the cost of labour, fertilizer and liming, feed and pond construction
at the small scale farm level. Findings suggest that emphasis of new agricultural promotion policy should be on
strengthening linkage and access of small scale operators in fishery subsector to adequate inputs, information, and
innovation at reduced costs so as to drive increased investments and profitability in fishery value chain.
Keywords: fish, profit, cost, chain, linkage
1. Introduction
A new medium-term agricultural promotion policy (APP) for implementation in Nigeria from 2016 to 2020 has
laid emphasis on achievement of food security, import substitution, job creation, and economic diversification.
As part of its targets, the policy was designed to integrate agricultural commodity value chains into a broader
supply chain of global industry. Also, the policy aimed at generating increased foreign exchange earnings from
agricultural exports, doubling household income and growth rate in agriculture through improved agricultural
productivity. Agricultural export basket is expected to expand from initial narrow range to include fish, cashew
nuts, bananas, avocado and mango. In Nigeria, demand for fish is rising owing to the growing population and the
changing feeding habits among the citizens as they move towards healthy living. With its cholesterol-free white
meat, fish offers the best nutrition profile for humans. Aquaculture is the only sustainable source of fish and has
great potential for growth in Nigeria due mainly to the presence of a wide variety of water sources such as rivers,
springs, dams, lakes and the oceans. Nigeria has a land area of 923,768 km2 with a length of coastline of 853 km.
It also has a vast network of inland waters like rivers, flood-plains, natural and man-made lakes and reservoirs
(Shimang, 2010).
Undoubtedly fish farming provides important services such as supporting nutritional well-being of the population,
providing feedstock for the industrial sector, making contributions to rural development, increasing export
opportunities, enhancing administration of natural resources and conservation of biological diversity (Dagtekin et
al., 2007; FAO, 2016). However, the country spends about ₦125.38 billion every year on the importation of 1.9
million metric tonnes of fish in order to meet demand for the commodity (Federal Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development, FMARD, 2016). This amounted to $700 million every year in terms of foreign exchange
spending on fish only. Demand and supply gaps in food has been persistently negative since 1991 such that a gap
of about 2 million metric tonnes of fish has been recorded in 2016 (FMARD, 2016) indicating about 30%
self-sufficiency ratio in fishery subsector. In spite of high growth potential of fishery subsector, it has not been
able to meet the demand for fish and fishery products in Nigeria. Also its contribution to Gross Domestic Product
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(GDP) remained abysmally low at 4%. Basic amenities and infrastructures are almost non-existent or in poor
condition at fishing, processing and marketing sites. Marketing is mostly local but also takes place in major cities
which triggers losses incurred during transit. The losses are being aggravated by armed robbery attacks, and
vehicle breakdowns arising from poor road conditions. Productivity has been constrained by decline in ocean
catch, decline in aquaculture yields and rising cost of fish feed. Segmented markets of sub-optimal size do not
ensure profitability of sizeable private investment in the different stages of the commodity chain. Supply-demand
gaps are increasingly being filled by imports; thus dampening the prospects for increased revenue generation,
and food security. How will there be increased investment in the communities where the commodity is being
produced? How will the economic actors in the sub-sector be empowered to gain direct access to markets and
remain in the markets? How can profitability of the commodity be improved so as to encourage private
investment in the fishery sub-sector. In order to drive private investment in fishery subsector for enhanced
income generation, for employment generation and poverty reduction, it is necessary to enhance profitability
through linkage of small entrepreneurs in fishery subsector to output market opportunities.
Repositioning the fishery subsector is important now so as to reduce dependency on fish importation and ensure
that supply and demand in the subsector can take place in such a way as to enhance food security and provide
optimum benefits to the economic agents in the subsector. Furthermore, establishing greater opportunities for
strong market, increased productivity, and continuity of expanded profit are fundamental to curtailing the current
dramatic levels of fish imports from across the world. It is on the basis of the targets set for the fishery sub-sector
in the new agricultural promotion policy of government as enunciated above that this study was carried out to
analyse the profitability of the fishery enterprise at the level of small scale operations at production, processing
and marketing stages in the commodity value chain with a view to suggest measures to improve performance of
actors and improved investment in the fishery value chain.
The remaining sections of the paper are structured as follows. Following this introductory section is section two
which presents theoretical framework and review of literature. Research methodology is presented in Section
three. Empirical results are discussed in Section four. Recommendations for improving production and
profitability of small scale actors in fishery value chain as well as conclusions are presented in section five.
2. Theoretical Framework and Review of Literature
Production function provides a guide to entrepreneurs in making decision with regard to optimal use of scarce
resources. It follows from production function that dual approach can be used to explore the relationship between
production, cost and profit function. Consequently, it is possible to derive profit and cost function from underlying
production function. There is duality between production and profit (cost) function such that the existence of one
implies the unique existence of the other. The theoretical framework of this study is therefore underpinned by the
theory of cost and production function.
2.1 Theory of Cost
In the process of agricultural production as in any other production process, cost is incurred. This is so because
resources are scarce, hence they attract price and they have alternative uses. In this study attention is specifically
focused on fixed and variable costs. Total cost of production is broadly categorized into fixed and variable cost in
the short run. However, in the long-run, all factors of production are variable. Fixed costs are the overhead
production costs, which do not vary with the level of production. Examples are salaries of permanent staff, rent
on land, and depreciation allowance on fixed assets, such as farm buildings, fence, machinery and equipment.
Again, the concept of fixed cost is meaningful only in the short-run. In the long run, every cost becomes variable.
Variable Costs are the cost incurred as a result of the use of variable inputs in the production process. Variable
costs vary with the level of production. Examples are the wages of unskilled labour, transportation cost, and the
cost of feed, fertilizers and liming in fish production process. Total cost is the summation of fixed cost and total
variable cost. A mathematical formulation of total cost can be expressed as follows:
TC = TFC + TVC

(1)

Where, TC represents total cost, TFC stands for total fixed cost and TVC means total variable cost.
2.2 Total Revenue
This is defined as the gross receipt obtained from the sale of total product. If TR represents total revenue, Q
quantity produced, and P the unit output price, then total revenue is,
TR = QP
2.3 Profit
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If a farmer can sell all the output that he or she produces at the going market price, the resulting total revenue
(TR) function is a line with a constant positive slope of P. TR = PQ, where, P is constant market price and Q is
the output. The farmer’s profit is equal to total revenue (TR) minus total cost (TC). Profit is mathematically
expressed as ∏ = TR – TC where ∏ is profit. The greatest or maximum profit will be achieved when the
difference between TR and TC is greatest (Debertin, 2012).
2.4 Factors of Production
The factors of production in agriculture, like those of other forms of production, are traditionally classified into
land, labour, capital and management. The costs of agricultural production include the returns to all factors
committed to production, such as the wages of hired labour, rent on land, interest on capital, cost of machine hire
and expenses on feed fingerlings, fertilizers and liming in fishery enterprise. Labour is the work done by human
being, and not the persons themselves. When a farmer hires a laborer, he is buying only so many hours of work
and not the man himself (Debertin, 2012). Agricultural production is a labor-intensive activity in Nigeria. In the
light of this, the cost of fish production would be highly sensitive to variations in labour cost across time and
space. Labour in agriculture could be categorized into family, communal, and hired labour.
3. Methodology
3.1 Sampling Procedure and Data Collection
The data used in the study were primary data, obtained mainly from a sample survey conducted in 2015. The
survey followed the fish value chain in which data were collected from farmers, marketers and processors of fish.
The sampling approach for the study followed a multi-stage technique. The first stage is the purposive selection
of a state in each geopolitical zones of Nigeria where fishery production predominates. States were selected to
achieve pan-territorial spread and to ensure representation of all the six geo-political zones. As such, Lagos,
Anambra, Rivers, Niger, Kano, and Adamawa were purposively selected to capture the six geo-political zones in
the country. The second stage was the selection of locations noted for the production of fishery in the selected
states while third stage involved the selection of respondents. In terms of sampling size, 100 farmers were
randomly selected from each state resulting into a total of 600 farmers. Marketers and processors were identified
and selected through their trade association. Number of processors, wholesalers and retailers selected depended
on the total available number of actors in each case and the established linkage to the commodity value chain.
The profitability indicators computed does not necessarily depend on how numerous the respondents are. One
limitation of the study especially at the processing and marketing stage is the limited coverage of the value chain
participants that volunteered information for the study. Nonetheless, the nature of the analysis is such that the
validity of the results depends more on the accuracy of the data especially the input, output and price data than
on large number of respondents. As expected for instance, processors, and wholesalers were few. Where actors
at a particular level of the value chain were few efforts were made to cover all that volunteered useful
information. Data collection process was done with structured questionnaires. Data collected from relevant
actors at every level in the fish value chain included socioeconomic characteristics of respondents, size of
operations, farm size, costs of equipment for production, processing, fixed assets, revenues, labour (family and
hired), input and output prices, and wage rate.
3.2 Method of Data Analysis
For the purpose of achieving the stated objective of the study, budgetary analysis was applied. In addition,
regression analysis was used to estimate the factors that significantly determine profitability at the production
stage. Budgetary analysis encompasses the analysis of cost components such as fixed cost and variable cost of
various inputs. Production income, which is the total income or total revenue (TI) in this case, is the monetary
value of the output obtained by the actors in the fish value chain. It is expressed as TI = PQ, where P is the price
per unit and Q is the quantity of output. Production costs, also the total costs in this case, refer to the total
expenditure or expenses incurred during a given period on a specified enterprise by the firm. It includes rent on
land, pond construction cost, and cost of fingerlings, feed cost, cost of veterinary and drugs, as well as
transportation cost amongst others. Depreciation, which is a cost on fixed assets consumed during a given period,
was estimated using the straight line method. The common fixed assets used by small-scale fish farmers include
water pump and fishing equipment. The components of the enterprise budget are expressed as follows.
TI = GR = Q × P

(3)

TC = TVC + TFC

(4)

GM = TI – TVC

(5)

π = NP = GM – TFC
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GRR = GM/TVC

(7)

NRR = NP/TC

(8)

Where,
TI = Total income in Naira, GR = Gross revenue in Naira, Q = Quantity of fish in Kg, P = Price per Kg, TC =
Total cost in Naira, TVC = Total variable cost in Naira, TFC = Total fixed cost in Naira, GM = Gross margin in
Naira, NP = π = Net profit in Naira, GRR = Gross rate of return in ratio and NRR = Net rate of return in ratio.
Profit could either be negative or positive. A positive profit refers to the excess of income over cost of all factors
used to produce the output. Negative profit (usually referred to as loss) results when revenue falls short of costs
of factors used to produce the output. An investment is profitable if its net rate of return is greater than 1.
Regression analysis was used to determine the relationship between dependent variable, which is Net profit at
the farm gate level and cost of inputs used as independent variables. It involves using regression concepts like
coefficient of determination (R2) to indicate the percentage of dependent variables explained by independent
variables and also helps to know if there is a significant relationship between the variables involved. Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) method of regression was chosen over all other econometric techniques because the
parameter estimates obtained by OLS have some optimal properties such as unbiasedness, consistency and
sufficiency. It also has a simple computation procedure and data requirements are not excessive. The mechanics
of OLS are also simple to understand. Following from the theoretical framework, the model for the regression
was specified thus:
3.3 Specification of Empirical Model
Yi = f (Xi), where, Yi = Net Profit at the farm level, Xi = Factors influencing the level of Profit in fish farming.
The model could be written in explicit form as:
Yi = βo + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + β4X4 + β5X5 + β6X6 + β7X7 + β8X8 + β9X9 + µ

(9)

Where,
Yi = Amount of Profit realized by fish farmer; βo, β1, ... β9 = Parameters; X1 = Age of respondent (years); X2 =
Family size; X3 = Years of experience (years); X4 = Number of fingerlings that make it to maturity; X5 =
Duration of feeding fish; X6 = Feeding cost (N); X7 =Pond construction cost (N); X8 = Cost of fertilizer and
liming; X9 = Cost of labour (N); µ = error term.
The model specified above was analysed for the actors at the farm level using different functional forms of the
regression model (linear, semi-log, and double-log) to determine the effects of explanatory variables on amount
of profit realized by the farmer. The best functional form was chosen based on the adjusted R2 value and the
number of significant variables. The double-log function was eventually considered as being best suited to
capture the effects of the independent variables on the profit of the fish farmer which is the dependent variable.
The reason for choosing the double-log function was based on the highest adjusted R2 compare to others and
most of the variables were significant at the appropriate level and they possessed the appropriate sign on each of
the co-efficient.
4. Empirical Results and Discussion
4.1 Financial Costs and Profitability Indicators
The analysis focuses on key indicators of profitability in the fishery value chain which includes production,
processing, and trading. Fish production at farm stage is concerned with primary production of aquaculture
fishery and ends with the sale of matured fish by the farmers to processors and marketers at the farm gate. These
transactions may occur literally at the farm gate or at some other point where the farmer hands over ownership of
the product to the next value chain participant who may be a processor and or marketer. Depending on the farmer,
some type of primary processing may take place at the farm level. Magnitude and structure of financial costs are
important in the analysis because the magnitude of cost will affect the performance of the actors at various stages
of the chain while the structure will provide the opportunity to identify specific cost items that can be targeted by
actors in a bid to improve the performance of the chain. As expected, the type and composition of costs vary
from one stage to another. At the production stage, labour cost is the highest; representing 37% of the total cost.
This is followed by purchased inputs such as foundation stock, manure and feed representing 35%. The
combination of transportation, storage and marketing constitutes 20% of the total cost. The remaining group of
variables which constitutes depreciation and interest charges accounts for about 8% of the total cost (See Figure
1). One can infer from Figure 1 that the farmers will need to focus on reducing the cost of labour, the cost of feed
and foundation stock as well as transportation and marketing cost if the total cost of operation were to be reduced
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substantiallly. The high cost
c of feed obsserved in the total cost of prooduction at thee farm level is consistent witth the
findings of previous autthors such as U
Ugwumba (20011), Pius and Victor (2014)) who concludded that the co
ost of
feed repressented the lionn share of totall production coost of aquacultu
ture in Nigeria.

8%
20%

35%

Foundation stock,, Manure and Feed
Total Labour Costt
Transportation, Sttorage and Marketinng
Depreciation and Interest Charges

37%

Figure 1. B
Build-up of farm
mers financial costs (% totall cost)
Source: Auuthor’s compuutation.
wn of rural roadds and poor traansportation ccould limit fishh farmer to operating at smaall scale rather than
Breakdow
expandingg his farm. Thhis is because small scale faarmers are riskk averse and tthey have the tendency to avoid
a
wastages aat harvesting since
s
linkage to markets coould be disruptted. The parloous state of ruural roads and rural
bridges in Nigeria couldd hinder moveement of farm inputs to the farm and farm
m output to thee markets which in
turn couldd result into operating
o
at loow capacity bby the actors at the farm level. Also, thhe collapse of the
infrastructture could heigghten the cost of movement of farm inputts such as fish foundation stoock, and feed from
the producction firms to farmsteads.
f
Thhis could eventtually lead to sshutting down of fishery enteerprise and shiifting
of resourcees to other com
mpeting enterpprises.
For frozenn fish, at the prrocessing stagge, the operatioonal cost, excluuding raw fishh, are dominated by hired labour,
which connstitutes 68% of
o the cost while energy, macchine repairs aand maintenancce accounted ffor 24% of the cost.
Other costt items are deppreciation of eequipment which representeed 6% while taaxes, levies, innterest chargess and
communiccation represennts about 2% oof the cost (Seee Figure 2). Thhe substantial component off the cost of en
nergy
could be aattributed to thee instability inn electricity suppply in the couuntry and the aassociated highh cost of altern
native
source of eenergy which is
i generating sset. The cost off energy may bbe heightened by recent incrrease in the priice of
fuel in thee country. The dominance off labour cost aat the processinng stage was inn agreement w
with the findings of
Abolagba and Nuntah (22011) who fouund that proceessing of fish iin some selecteed states of Niigeria was lucrrative
but are connstrained by high
h
cost of labbour and transsportation resuulting into low standard of liiving of an ave
erage
processor in the states covered by thhe study. Hennce they conccluded that goovernment shoould engage in
n the
rehabilitatiion of the acceess routes leadding to the processing comm
munities, so as tto improve traansportation sy
ystem
and facilitaate transportattion of processed fish.
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1%
1%

6%
T
Total Hired Labour

24%

E
Energy, machine mainntenance and repair
C
Communication and others
o

68%
%

T
Taxes, Levies and Intterest Charges
D
Depreciation of Equippment

Figgure 2. Build-uup of procesingg cost (frozen ffish) in % of tootal cost (excluuding productss purchased)
Source: Auuthor’s compuutation.
The structuure of cost forr processing raw
w fish into dryy fish appears to be similar tto that of proceessing raw fish
h into
frozen fishh in which the operational coost, excluding raw fish is dom
minated by hirred labour whiich constitutes 57%
of the cosst while energgy, equipment repairs and m
maintenance coonstitutes 28%
% as shown byy Figure 3. At
A the
logistics sttage(domestic distribution), the relevant ccost items in oorder of importtance are totall labour cost which
w
constitutess 68% of the cost
c (Figure 4)).The combinaation of transportation to dellivery point ass well as marketing
which acccounted for 299% of total ccost. The dom
minance of labbour and trannsportation cost at the dom
mestic
distribution stage could be
b attributed too the poor trannsportation sysstem in the ruraal sector of thee Nigeria econ
nomy.
These finddings conform to those of A
Abolagba and N
Nuntah (2011) that was earliier mentioned. The result im
mplies
that transpport improvem
ment would inccrease accessibbility and enlarrge markets foor labour and oother inputs am
mong
various maarket actors suuch as input supppliers, labourr and customerrs. This could llead to expanssion and integrration
of marketss and could in turn open new
w channels for pproduct and laabour markets.

3%

8%
%

4%

T
Total Hired Labour
E
Energy, machine maaintenance and repairr

28%

557%

C
Communication and others
T
Taxes, Levies and Innterest Charges
D
Depreciation of Equiipment

Figure 3. Build-uup of processinng cost (dry fiish) in % of tottal cost (excludding products ppurchased)
Source: Auuthor’s compuutation.
As transpoort system impproves the transportation costts will be reduuced and createes potential forr market expan
nsion
and integrration. This wiill empower ffish farmers w
who will be abble to draw labbor from broader areas and with
wider rangges of attributees. This will inn-turn improve labour supplyy and reduce its costs. Similaar effects will occur
o
when transsport improvem
ments open upp new farms for more producction activities..
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1%

Total Labour Cost

29%

Energy, Machhine Maintenance
Transportationn and marketing

1%

68%
Rentage
Interest and D
Dep.

Figure 4. Builld-up of tradinng cost in % off total cost excluding productts purchased (ddry fish)
Source: Auuthor’s compuutation.
4.2 Profitaability Indicatoors
The analyssis of profitabiility indicates tthat each stagee of the fisheryy value chain w
was profitable. As shown in Table
T
1, profitabbility was at a very moderatee level across all stages. At the productioon stage, grosss margin per metric
m
tonne of fiish was ₦149,4481 while net profit was ₦1441,101 whereaas at the proceessing stage, thhe gross margin
n per
tonne was ₦312,270, whhile net profit w
was ₦309,331 for frozen fishh. At the processing stage forr dry fish, the gross
g
margin waas ₦286,399 while net profit was ₦277,0444. In the case oof producers, ggross rate of reeturn stood at 161%
1
while net rrate of return was
w 139%. Thee net rate of reeturn to processsors was very close to that oof the producerrs. At
the logisticc stage, the grooss margin perr metric tonne of dry fish waas ₦183,551 w
while the net prrofit was ₦155,463.
As shown in Table 1, the gross rate off return associaated with the llogistic stage iinvolving delivvery of the dry
y fish
to the final destination inn the domesticc market stood at 61% while the net rate off return stood aat 47%. The re
esults
revealed thhat the lowestt level of profi
fitability was aassociated withh the producerrs of fish at faarm level while the
highest proofitability leveel was associatted with the proocessors of fissh.
Table 1. Inndicators of fisshery enterprise profitability in Nigeria (Peer MT)
Faarm Gate Producct
Aquaculture

Processed Products
Frozen F
Fish

Processed Prooducts
Dry Fish

Tradded Commodity
y
Dryy Fish

(V
Value in Naira)

(Value iin Naira)

(Value in Nairra)

(Vallue in Naira)

TVC

922,786.09

287,7299.62

178,600.81

300,197.13

TFC

8,379.69

2,939.822

9,354.88

28,0089.39

TC

1001,165.78

290,6699.44

187,955.69

328,286.52

G.R

2442,266.67

600,0000.00

465,000.00

483,750.00

G.M.

1449,480.57

312,2700.38

286,399.19

183,552.87

NP

1441,100.89

309,3300.56

277,044.31

155,463.48

GRR

1.61

1.09

1.60

0.611

NRR

1.39

1.06

1.47

0.477

Indicatorrs

Source: Auuthors’ compuutation based onn Field Surveyy Data, 2015.
4.3 Determ
minants of Proffitability at thee Farm Level
The double-log form of the specified eempirical moddel was selecteed as lead equaation on the baasis of Adjusted R2,
sign and siizes of the regrression parameeters. Estimateed parameters and the relatedd statistical tessts for determin
nants
of aquacullture profitabillity at the farm
m level is preseented in Table 2. As shown bby the Table, tthe result is a good
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fit of the data as Adjusted R2 indicates that the independent variables explain 51% of variation in net profit that
accrued to an average farmer. The coefficients of the variables in the results give the partial effect of the variable
on profit level at the farm gate. The regression coefficients have expected signs. The results in the table showed
that five variables are significant determinants of the amount of profit that accrued to the farmer. These are cost
of labour, cost of fertilizer, cost of feed, pond construction cost and years of experience. The estimated
coefficient of labour cost is negative as expected and significant at 10%. The negative sign shows increasing
labour cost will lead to a decline in profit level. The magnitude of the coefficient, 0.041 shows that a one percent
increase in cost of labour will bring about 0.04% decline in profit level. This is consistent with the findings of
Pius and Victor 2014. The coefficient of cost of fertilizer and liming is negative and significant at 5% indicating
that increase in cost of fertilizer and liming will induce a decrease in profit level and vice versa. The magnitude
of the coefficient, 0.51 shows that a one percent increase in cost of fertilizer and liming will lead to 0.51%
decrease in profit and vice versa. To increase the profit level at the farm level, it will require a reduction in the
cost of fertilizer and liming. The coefficient of cost of feed is negative (-0.01) and significant at 5%. The
negative sign shows increasing feed cost will lead to a decline in profit level. The magnitude of the coefficient,
0.01 shows that a one percent increase in cost of feed will bring about 0.01% decline in profit level. The findings
of Ugwumba (2011), Pius and Victor 2014 showed that the cost of fish feeds accounted for major component of
the total cost of production. On a similar note, the result of this study revealed that cost of fish feed ranked as a
major share of the total cost of production. By implication, fish feed is a major ingredient for aquaculture fish
farming.
Table 2. Determinants of profitability at farm level (Dependent variable: Amount of net profit at farm level in
natural logarithm)
Independent Variables in Natural Logarithm.

Coefficient

Standard errors

t-statistics

Significance

Age of farmers (X1)

0.002

0.120

0.017

0.421

Years of experience

0.101

0.046

2.196

0.052**

number of fingerlings that make it to maturity

0.001

0.024

0.042

0.210

Duration for feeding fish

0.021

0.085

0.247

0.123

Cost of Feed

-0.010

-0.0004

2.5010

0.051**

Pond construction cost

-0.132

-0.021

-6.28

0.001***

Cost of Fertilizer and Liming

-0.512

-0.210

-2.43

0.049**

Cost of labour

-0.041

-0.015

-2.6

0.082*

Note. * means variables significant at 10%; ** means variables significant at 5%; *** means variables
significant at 1%. R2 = 0.57; Adjusted R2 = 0.51.
Source: Author’s computation based on Field Survey Data, 2015.
The regression coefficient for pond construction cost is negatively related to profit level. A one percent change in
pond construction cost will contract amount of profit by 0.13%. This is highly significant at 1% level. The
regression coefficient for years of experience gives a positive relationship with amount of profit realized by the
farmer. A one percent change in years of experience will improve the profit level by 0.1%. This variable is
significant at 5% level. This is supported by Pius and Victor (2014) who found that the effect of farming
experience on aquaculture output and profit realized is positive. This implies that an increase in the experience of
the farmers in aquaculture farming leads to an increase in profit realized by fish farmers.
5. Policy Implications and Conclusion
The results showed labour as a crucial component of total cost which featured prominently across all stages in
the fishery value chain. Across the various stages, profitability in the fishery value chain was affected by changes
in the cost of labour. In addition to cost of labour, costs of feed, fertilizer, liming, pond construction and years of
experience were also significant determinants of profit that accrued to the average actor at the farm level. The
finding imply policy emphasis will be on providing a high technology that will enhance labour efficiency across
the various stages in the fishery value chain. Moreover, physical infrastructure and enhancing access to adequate
inputs, information on innovation and agricultural services should be given adequate attention by the government.
This is very significant factor that would attract private investors and hence expand the scale of operation at
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various stages of the value chain. The new agricultural promotion policy must focus on improved access by the
economic agents to productivity enhancement variables such as improved access to fertilizer, feed, pond-water,
improved knowledge and innovation. This would improve significantly the productivity of actors particularly the
farmers which in turn will lead to improved profitability at the farm level where the profit level remained the
lowest. Policy focus must also include disseminating information designed to help fish farmers make best
choices with respect to input costs.
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